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Natural gas news and more                              March 6, 2018 

Markets bounce back 

NYMEX investors are betting on 
expectations of a colder shoulder 
season to stay with us for a while as 
futures values rose over the last week. 
This is contrary to the current, 
somewhat moderate, 8- to 14-day 
temperature outlook. 

The month of April was up by 
C$0.12/GJ. 

With our continued below seasonal local temperatures, as well as a slightly below 
normal forecast, local market values were also inflated.  

An overall gas storage level that is well under the average, now coupled with early 
predictions of a hot summer, may be partially behind the price push. Should 
overall storage levels of natural gas continue to fall further behind the norm, then 
market values will likely continue to rise as we move into Spring. 

 

North American cold continues to moderate 

Today's 8- to 14-day US temperature 
outlook from the NOAA is calling for colder 
than normal temps across the West. This 
week however the expected degree of cold 
continues to moderate overall. The net result 
is once again a less bearish outlook than the 
previous week. 
 
The net temperature for the reporting week 
was 6 degrees F above normal. 
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Locally, looking ahead 2 weeks, we can expect below normal temperatures on 
balance.  
 
 
A low storage draw reported 

For the week ending February 
23, the EIA reported a 
withdrawal of 78 Bcf. The draw 
was close to the median market 
expectation of 76 Bcf, but 
substantially lower than the five 
year average withdrawal of 118 
Bcf.  

As a result, the overall US 
storage status has again 
improved, now at 18.1% below 
the average. This week, look for 
a much reduced storage draw of 

around 40 - 50 Bcf range. 

 
Current pricing 
 

 
Along with rising market values overall, the Canadian dollar exchange rate 
continues to slide, pushing local market values up even further. 
 
All prices are indicative at Sumas; all term purchases in CAN$/GJ for consistent 
daily volumes: 
 
 

Mar 6 2018 Price C$/GJ % change from Feb 27 
Day  $                           3.00  11% 
Apr  $                           2.36  n/a 
Winter Nov 18 to Mar 19  $                           3.20  3% 
Apr 18 to Mar 19  $                           2.78  5% 
Apr 18 to Mar 20  $                           2.64  1% 
Summer Apr to Oct 2018  $                           2.47  5% 
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Longer Term Indicative Sumas Pricing 2018 to 2020 - Fixed Daily Volume 

The market’s backwardation trend continues. This week’s market values have 
increased in the nearest term, the 2 mid-terms are flat, and the far term has 
fallen.  

Indicative Sumas forward price vs. term average from Nov 2009 

Term Fixed price C$/GJ Vs. term average % 

Winter 18/19 hedge  $                                   3.20  -$                                  1.00  -24% 
Summer 19 hedge  $                                   2.18  -$                                  1.33  -38% 

Winter 19/20 hedge  $                                   3.21  -$                                  0.99  -24% 
Summer 20 hedge  $                                   2.17  -$                                  1.34  -38% 

Note: summer avg = $3.51/GJ; winter avg = $4.20/GJ; fixed daily volume 

 

Should you have any questions or comments, please reply 
to steve@cascadiaenergy.ca. 

 

Best regards, 


